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Why Choose ADI?

How to order with ADI

Click & Collect From 28 UKI branches

Next Day Delivery Order by 5pm

0161 687 8787 
Monday to Friday 8:30 - 17:30

www.adiglobal.com/uk

sales.uk@adiglobal.com

Our relationships, support, 
product range and accessibility 
help you get the best security 
solutions wherever you are.

Relationships

We’re passionate about all things Security, Fire and 

Pro AV. Our dedicated team go the extra mile to form 

strong relationships with our customers, to provide the 

knowledge and experience you need for total peace of 

mind.

Our Support

We’ll help you win business and support you 

throughout the installation process to help you retain 

customer loyalty. Our services include assistance with 

site surveys, commissioning and remote diagnostic 

services.

Our Product Range

With over 260 leading brands, we have the widest 

breadth of solutions and the largest stockholding 

across the industry.

Our Accessibility

Our UK&I business is served by a 100,000 sq. ft. 

distribution hub based in Manchester and supports the 

wider ADI network of 28 UK&I branches. Distributing 

over 4,000 products per day and servicing over 7,500 

customers, the hub stocks over 24,000 products from 

over 260 brands, providing an optimum end-to-end 

service for customers.
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Stay safe and 
secure this winter 
with ADI UK

As the clocks change and 
the nights become longer, 
stay safe and secure with 
ADI’s handpicked selection of 
products to secure commercial 
and residential properties.

Our expert Category Managers have selected 
a range of great quality products to keep your 
customers’ minds at ease and their homes 
and businesses protected during the darker 
months. Our selection includes responsive 
flood lighting and a variety of cameras 
featuring colour night vision that will help 
deter any unwanted visitors. 

    Product choice is one 

part of the ADI proposition 

and with over 260 brands 

and 24,000 products, we’re 

certain that we can provide 

you with the right solution 

for your clients’ needs. Our 

product range features the 

latest technology in night-

time security and intruder 

“

“

protection, perfect for 

projects big and small.

Call your ADI sales contact 

to learn more or view the 

products online at 

www.adiglobal.com/uk

Kate Rose, ADI EMEA 
Marketing Director
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Indoor Cam

Chime Chime Pro

A compact camera that brings 
smart security inside, Indoor Cam is 
your solution to easily check what’s 
happening at home. It’s small enough 
to go almost anywhere, and its simple 
plug-in installation means you’ll have 
peace of mind in no time. Place a few 
inside to cover your entire home, and 
save on security with a bundle. 

Hear notifications in your home when someone 
presses your doorbell or when motion is detected. 
Plug into standard wall sockets and connect Ring 
Chime to all your Ring Doorbells and Cameras.

HD Video

Motion-
Activated 

Notifications

Two-Way 
Talk

Night 
Vision

Plug-In 
Power

Easy 
Installation

Ring Video
Doorbell Wired

B08LR3G17D

Slim and reliable hardwired Video 
Doorbell with 1080p HD Video, 
Live View and Two-Way Talk.

Ring Video
Doorbell Pro 2

8VRCPZ-0EU0

Ring Video Doorbell Pro 2 
Hardwired features 1536p HD 
Head to Toe Video, Two-Way 
Talk, 3D Motion Detection, 
Bird’s Eye View, enhanced dual-
band wifi, and Customisable 
Privacy Settings. Professional 
installation recommended.

Ring Video
Doorbell 4

8VR1S1-0EU0

Video Doorbell 4 features 
enhanced wifi, a quick-release 
battery for easy recharging, 
Colour Pre-Roll video previews 
of all motion events, HD Video, 
Two-Way Talk, Night Vision and 
Advanced Motion Detection with 
Customisable Motion Zones.

Protect your whole home
With Ring Home Security

8SN1S9-WEU0 - white
8SN1S9-BEU0 - black

8AC1SZ-0EU0 8AC1PZ-0EU0

Darker nights brochure_V3_dark_ver.indd   2Darker nights brochure_V3_dark_ver.indd   2 12/09/2022   02:00:44 PM12/09/2022   02:00:44 PM

Ring Home Security
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Ring Spotlight
Cam Wired

Plugged-in motion-activated security 
camera, features 1080p HD video and Live 
View, plugin to standard mains, Two-Way 
Talk, Motion Detection, built-in night vision, 
LED spotlights and security alarm.

Shine a light on darker nights.
Illuminate your world as autumn returns

Ring Floodlight
Cam Wired Pro

8SF1E1-WEU0 - white
8SF1E1-BEU0 - black

Features 1080p Video with
HDR, powerful LED beams and a 
security siren, so you’ll see what’s 
happening more clearly, day 
or night. 3D Motion Detection 
and Bird’s Eye View allow you 
to pinpoint when and where a 
motion event begins with an 
aerial map view.

Ring Floodlight 
Cam Wired Plus

8SF1P1-WEU0 - white
8SF1P1-BEU0 - black

8SH2P7-WEU0 - white
8SH2P7-BEU0 - black

Floodlight Cam Wired Plus
is hardwired for reliable outdoor 
protection and features 1080p HD 
Video, Two-Way Talk, Customisable 
Motion Zones, a remote-activated 
security siren and 2000 lumen LED 
floodlights for extra visibility after dark 
and protection when you
need it most.

Darker nights brochure_V3_dark_ver.indd   1Darker nights brochure_V3_dark_ver.indd   1 12/09/2022   02:00:41 PM12/09/2022   02:00:41 PM
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- Full-HD 1080p video
- Active defence: Two bright LED lights (2500 lumens), built-in siren, two-way talk
- Automatic day/night mode with built-in IR light (18m range)
- IP65 rating
- Integrate with Enforcer V11 or fit as a standalone solution

LightCamera

- Detection range 12m, volumetric coverage 90° 
- IP55 rating
- Tri-Signal Detection Logic, Anti-Sway Analytics and Dual-Vision Pet Immune (up to 24kg, 1m high)
- Two-way wireless

XDL12TT-WE

- Instant control via AndroidTablet with HomeControlHUB 
- Activate and deactivate devices
- Create scenes and automations 
- Only compatible with HomeControlHUB (coming soon on HomeControl2.0)

SmartPlug

- Mimicking the alarm, entry/exit, fire and PA tones of the control panel
- Bright courtesy light
- Easy installer setup

SPEAKER/SOUNDER-WE

- Full control of the Enforcer V11 system 
- Mounted or mobile
- Live monitoring with HD cameras
- SmartPlug integration

AndroidTablet with HomeControlHUB

- Wi-Fi built onboard main PCB
- HomeControlHUB, AndroidTablet and HomeControl2.0 compatible 
- Selectable supervision per zone and occupancy timers on zones
- Maximum total zones 66 (32 wireless zones expandable to 64, 2 wired zones expandable to 34)
- Grade 2

Enforcer V11

- Outdoor contact for protecting gates, garages, sheds and more
- Universal transmitter with wired input terminals
- IP66 rating
- Two-way wireless

MCEXTERNAL-WE

LIGHT-CAM/WHTLIGHT-CAM/BLK

MCEXTERNAL-WE

XDL12TT3-WE

SMARTPLUG

SPEAKER/SOUNDER-WE

Perimeter Protection

With autumn and winter upon us, enable your customers to be 
alerted to activity, illuminate their property, see what’s happening, 

act against potential intruders and more.

Whether you’re looking to win new business, upsell to existing 
customers, or offer new options on your maintenance visits, Pyronix 
has the solutions to maximise the value of the system to both you 

and your customers.

As the nights get darker, put 
security in the spotlight 

See for yourself

Sales: +44 (0) 161 687 8787  |  Tech Support: +44 (0) 161 687 8789  |  sales.uk@adiglobal.com  |  www.adiglobal.com/uk6
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Smart Home Solutions

SONOS MOVE
Sonos Move Portable Bluetooth Smart 
Speaker, Black

ADC-VC826
Alarm.com Outdoor / Indoor Fixed      
Dome Cam

8SB1S7-BEU0
Ring Video Entry Cam Spotlight 
(battery)

VMC2030-100EUS
Arlo Essential Wireless Spotlight Cam

ADC-V723-CGI-INT
Alarm.com Outdoor Wireless IP Fixed 
Cam

8AC1SZ-0EU0
Ring Video Doorbell (Gen 2)

Connect Automate Protect Save
Create a truly connected home by 

integrating multiple devices into 
a single app or hub. This enables 
communication between products 

and makes settings easier to 
manage.

Scenes and functions to make 
home life more convenient. 

Lighting, door locks, AC and 
more can be automated based on 
occupancy, time of day or other 

factors.

Give customers total control over 
the security of their homes. With 
smart home technology, they can 
customize and remotely monitor 
security systems for true peace 

of mind.

Smart home devices uniquely 
enable homeowners and 

renters to save time, money 
and resources. With automated 
settings, these devices enable 
energy-efficiency in the homes.

A smart home is a space in which electronic 
devices connect to other devices via a network 
as part of an integrated solution, allowing your 
customers to have more automated security 
systems. This may include doorbells, outdoor 
cameras and spotlights which are perfect for dark 
winter nights. Smart home solutions give end users 
the ability to remotely monitor their property.

Better Security, Better Detection, and 
a Better Experience. 

The PowerG Wireless Advanced Outdoor Curtain PIR Detector enhances customers  
peace of mind by ensuring they get early warning before intruders enter their business or home.

PET-IMMUNITY features use Target Specific 
Imaging to distinguish  between humans and 
pets.

BLOCKS TAMPERING  
with certified anti-masking technology.

PERSONALIZE SCENES to capture important 
events and watch them instantly or stream 
live video to check their property at any time.

DETECTION RANGE 
Up to 8 m (26ft) 

DEPENDABLE in extreme 
temperatures and harsh  
environmental conditions.

Dark Night_Qolsys_A4 Ad_vb.indd   1Dark Night_Qolsys_A4 Ad_vb.indd   1 2022-09-13   3:29 PM2022-09-13   3:29 PM
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Female

Glasses

Red coat

Bag

NO CONFUSION, 
NO HIGH COSTS.
REDUCE FALSE ALARMS WITH 
CAMERAS POWERED BY DEEP 
LEARNING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Vehicle

Car

Black

Vehicle

Number plate

Reduction in false alarms caused by headlights from vehicles

Deep learning AI cameras offer a far superior performance in the dark compared to more traditional algorithms based  

on motion. AI cameras significantly reduce false alarms associated with video noise such as light reflections from headlights,  

as well as accurately classify vehicles, people and faces.

AI plays a vital role in providing high image 

quality in darkness. WiseNRII is a new camera 

enhancement that uses AI to intelligently 

identify movement and reduce blur in noisy, low 

light environments. AI–based Preferred Shutter 

technology automatically adjusts the shutter 

speed based on classified objects in motion 

and the lighting conditions in a scene to reduce 

motion blur. This delivers clear images.

A small selection from our AI camera range

PNM–C12083RVD
6MP x 2CH AI  

Multi–directional Camera

XNV–6083R
2MP AI IR Vandal  

Dome Camera

XND–9083RV
4K AI IR Dome Camera

PNO–A6081R
2MP Network AI IR  

Bullet Camera

PND–A6081RV
2MP Network AI IR  

Dome Camera

 XNO–8083R
6MP AI IR Bullet Camera

Standard Object Detection AI-based Object Detection

WiseNRII Off WiseNRII On

Enhanced AI–based Noise Reduction and Preferred Shutter Control

Sales: +44 (0) 161 687 8787  |  Tech Support: +44 (0) 161 687 8789  |  sales.uk@adiglobal.com  |  www.adiglobal.com/uk

ACCURATE 
AI AUTO 
TRACKING
EVEN IN DARKNESS AT UP TO 200M!

Conventional extraLUX(XNV-6085)

extraLUX cameras 
Clear and coloured images without IR LED or light pollution

The Wisenet X series extraLUX cameras achieve optimal performance in low–light conditions by producing crystal–clear and true–
colour images without IR LEDs, regardless of the environment or time of day. The extraLUX series (XNO–6085R, XND/XNV–6085(V)) 

feature an outstanding F0.94 lens with a 1/2” CMOS sensor, capturing vivid colour images even in low–light environments.

Wisenet PTZ Plus cameras benefit from adaptive IR, illuminating dark scenes at up to 200m! 

Moreover, the cameras feature AI Auto–tracking which allows control room operators to efficiently monitor the movement  

of objects whilst remaining hands–free to control other cameras. 

XNP–9300RW
4K Network 30x IR PTZ  

- built–in wiper

XNP–9250R
4K Network 25x IR PTZ 

Camera

XNP–8300RW
6MP Network 30x IR PTZ  

- built–in wiper

XNP–8250R
6MP Network 25x IR  

PTZ Camera

XNP–6400RW
2MP Network 40x IR PTZ  

- built–in wiper

XNP–6400R
2MP Network 40x IR  

PTZ Camera

XNO-6085R
2MP IR Bullet Camera 
(extraLUX)

XNV-6085
2MP Vandal Dome Camera 
(extraLUX)

XND-6085/6085V
2MP Dome Camera 
(extraLUX)

Range of IR Illuminators

Where there are installation constraints that require the camera to  

be distant from the actual scene, built–in IR might not be enough. 

External IR illuminators can complement the setup and enable video 

surveillance in the dark without causing light pollution.

CAMERAS

Sales: +44 (0) 161 687 8787  |  Tech Support: +44 (0) 161 687 8789  |  sales.uk@adiglobal.com  |  www.adiglobal.com/uk

AI Cameras
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Video Storage Solutions
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Be ready with our 
thoughtfully calibrated 
storage solutions 
designed for smart 
video. From raw video 
to Al, endpoint to cloud, 
our products deliver 
reliability and longevity, 
support multi-streams 
and offer scalable 
capacities and built-in 
analytics - all from 
Western Digital®. 

"�
Western Digital. 

Capacity* 

Model Number 

Capacity* 

Model Number 

12TB 

WD121PURP 

3TB 

WD30PURZ 

10TB 

WD101PURP 

2TB 

WD22PURZ 

6TB 

WD63PURZ 

Western Digital 
WD Purple Q_D101 

m,cro 
64 

��I GB 
w @ 

64GB 

WDD064G1P0A 

4TB 

WD42PURZ 

Western Digital 
WD Purple Q_D101 

micro 128 ��I GB 
w @ 

128GB 

WDD128G1P0A 
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Hikvision ColorVu cameras provide 

unmatched monitoring of spaces 

where incidents or accidents occur 

and illuminate dark areas to reduce 

risks and improve safety for tenants 

and visitors. Higher quality imaging 

improves suspect identification 

when needed, providing a safer 

environment for residents. Similarly, 

low-lit business settings, such as 

hallways, dumpster areas and 

loading docks, can be monitored 

due to the ability of ColorVu-

enabled cameras to intensify 

minimal ambient light and render 

vivid colour images.

From townhouses to family 
homes to apartments, residential 
buildings often have several 
low-light areas that can be 
potentially risky, as they are 
difficult to monitor in the 
darkness. This includes narrow 
walkways, stairwells, and other 
outdoor areas. 

The Need for Lighting 
with Modern Security 
Cameras

All major camera manufacturers 

now have low-light models which 

are highly sensitive to light and 

designed to maximise any available 

light on the scene to produce 

images at night. But keep in mind, 

these are low-light cameras, not 

no-light cameras. All cameras need 

light to ‘see’, whether in the security 

industry, photographic industry, 

or integrated into a smartphone. 

Good lighting and a noise-free 

image will also lower the required 

bandwidth and storage whilst 

maintaining a higher frame rate for 

accurate real-time video. The big 

advantage of low-light cameras is 

that they produce great results with 

significantly less light. This means 

that when using a professional 

low-light camera with an infrared 

Low Light Imaging for 
Residential and Business 
Settings

or white light LED illuminator such 

as those from Raytec, it’s possible 

to deliver the same distances 

achievable with a more basic camera 

and a larger illuminator. 

Effectively, using a low-light camera 

allows for a reduction in the cost of 

supplementary lighting. Using a low-

light camera without professional 

surveillance lighting is not advisable. 

Why pay extra for a high-

performance camera and then limit 

its performance by not providing 

illumination? Even the best cameras 

will still produce noisy images in 

darkness, seriously impacting video 

analytics performance and creating 

false alarms. No light = no video 

analytics.

Solutions for Challenging Lighting Conditions

Commercial and 
residential video 
surveillance solutions
for challenging lighting 
conditions

Residential Surveillance 
Solutions

For years, CCTV has been a common 

fixture in retail settings, car parks and 

other public places. Due to increased 

suburban crime, it’s becoming an 

increasingly popular choice for security-

conscious homeowners. In addition, 

as more homeowners embrace the 

Smarthome concept, security is no longer 

a grudge purchase but seen as a lifestyle 

solution. CCTV is just one line of defence 

against crime, but it works best when 

combined with other visual deterrents 

such as smart security lighting, external 

detectors and sensors. Some cameras, 

such as the Pyronix Lightcam, come with 

an integrated PIR sensor, dual spotlights 

and an inbuilt IR LED, which delivers 

optimum coverage of outdoor spaces up 

to 18m, even in complete darkness.

Users can control the LightCamera 

through ProControl+, the mobile phone 

app which allows for watching live view, 

playback and taking action through two-

way talk and remotely activated lights. 

The LightCamera requires a professional 

installation and is only sold through 

professional security distributors. It’s a 

time-efficient up-sell on maintenance or 

initial installation visits, giving more value 

to the installer and end user.

Security installers, systems integrators and
end-users of video surveillance will most likely 
rank lighting as one of the top challenges which 
could most significantly impact the ability of 
HD and megapixel IP cameras to deliver high 
quality images. As many applications such as 
intruder detection and facial recognition require 
cameras that operate 24/7, the cameras must 
perform well in challenging lighting conditions, 
particularly at night.

Pyronix LightCamera
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IP Cameras

DS2CD2387G2LSUSL4

DS2CD2T87G2LSUSL4

DS2CD2387G2LSUSL28

ADI # 327000607 ADI # 327000616
Hikvision #  DS-2SE7C432MW-AEB(14F1)(P3) Hikvision #  DS-2SF8C442MXS-DLW(24F0)(P3)

DS2CD2T87G2LSUSL28

Pro Series, ColorVu IP67 4K 4mmFixed Lens IP Turret 
Camera

Ultra Series, DarkFighter IP66 4MP 2.8mm Fixed Lens, 
IR 300M TandemVu IP Speed Dome Camera, Grey

Pro Series, ColorVu IP67 4K 4mm Fixed Lens, IR 60M IP 
Bullet Camera

Pro Series, ColorVu IP67 4K 2.8mm Fixed Lens IP Turret 
Camera

Pro Series, DarkFighter IP66 4MP 4mmFixed Lens, 
IR 200M TandemVuIP Speed Dome Camera

Pro Series, ColorVu IP67 4K 2.8mm Fixed Lens, IR 60M IP 
Bullet Camera
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Thermal Cameras

DS-2TD2617-3/QA

DS-2TD2628-3/QA

DS-2TD2617-6/QA

DS-2TD1228-7/QA

DS-2TD2628-7/QA

DS-2TD1228-3/QA

IP67 4MP 4.3mm Fixed Lens, IR 30M 
Thermal IP Bullet Camera

IP67 4MP 6.4mm Fixed Lens, IR 30M 
Thermal IP Bullet Camera

DS-2TD1228-2/QADS-2TD1217-2/QA
IP66 160 x 120 1.8mm Fixed Lens, 
Thermal IP Turret Camera

IP66 256 × 192 2.1mm Fixed Lens, 
Thermal IP Turret Camera

IP66 256 × 192 6.9mm Fixed Lens, 
Thermal IP Turret Camera

IP66 256 × 192 3.6mm Fixed Lens, 
Thermal IP Turret Camera

IP66 160 × 120 3.1mm Fixed Lens, 
Thermal IP Bullet Camera

IP66 160 × 120 6.2mm Fixed Lens, IR 40M 
Thermal IP Bullet Camera

Professional protection made simple
Hikvision HeatPro Series Thermal Cameras

Dedicated to bringing professional protection 
solutions to the mass market, Hikvision’s HeatPro 
Series Thermal Cameras provide perimeter 
protection with unparalleled accuracy, and fire 
detection with superlative sensitivity. 
The cameras hit the target for cost and performance 
in a variety of residential, commercial and industrial 
applications. 

Designed for any amount of light

Sees the unseen

Radically reduces false alarms
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24/7 operation.

Up to 180 TB/year.

Up to 64 cameras.

Surveillance Hard Drives

With up to 10 TB of storage capacity and support for up to 
64 video cameras, the S300 Pro ensures mission-critical 
surveillance records continually. The S300 is optimised for 
the requirements of surveillance systems for small and  
medium-sized businesses (SMBs) with up to 64 
high-resolution camera streams.

3.5“ SATA Hard Drive
24/7 operation

10 | 8 | 6 TB
7200 rpm
256 MB buffer
Supports up to 64 video cameras

S300 Pro & S300

6 |4 | 2 | 1 TB
5400 rpm (6 | 4 | 2 TB) | 5700 rpm (1 TB)
256 MB buffer (6 | 4 TB) | 128 MB buffer (4 | 2 TB) 
| 64 MB buffer (1 TB)
Supports up to 64 video cameras

Surveillance Digital Video Recorders (sDVR)
Surveillance Network Video Recorders (sNVR)
Hybrid sDVR (analog and IP)
RAID Storage Arrays for Surveillance*

Only S300 Pro and S300 4 TB (HDWT140UZSVA)

Top Features

S300 Pro:

S300:

Use for

S300 Surveillance HDD’s

Toshiba Electronics Europe GmbH addresses 
the specialist storage needs for small and  
medium scale surveillance applications with the 
launch of two new S300 hard disk drives (HDD). 

The additional models, available in 4TB[1] and 6TB, leverage shingled magnetic recording (SMR) technology 

to offer higher density storage solutions. As a result, they are optimised for small/medium scale deployments 

– allowing higher capacities at a lower cost and power consumption. This means that users can implement 

surveillance systems that are able to simultaneously meet both their technical and budgetary requirements.

Internal Hard Disk Drives

With surveillance systems, nothing but the best 

is good enough. The Toshiba 3.5-inch S300 is 

built to meet the highest demands. With support 

for up to 64 high-resolution surveillance video 

cameras simultaneiously and up to  6 TB capacity, 

it brings everything into clear view. Each S300 is 

built with the highest-quality components and has 

passed rigorous tests to ensure 24x7 reliability and 

performance. That‘s Toshiba quality you can trust 

under the harshest working conditions.

Always On, Always Watching

S300 Surveillance Hard Drives

TOP FEATURES CAPACITIES

USE FOR
•  Surveillance Digital Video Recorders (sDVR)
•  Surveillance Network Video Recorders (sNVR)
•  Hybrid sDVR (analog and IP)
•  RAID Storage Arrays for Surveillance  
    (only S300 4 TB – HDWT140UZSVA)

3.5“ SATA Hard Drive 6TB - 4TB - 2 TB -1TB

5,400 rpm (6 | 4 | 2 TB) 5,700 rpm (1 TB)

256 MB (6 | 4 TB) buffer 128 MB (4 | 2 TB) 
buffer 64 MB (1 TB) buffer

Up to 64 cameras

24/7 operation

3,5”

HDWT31AUZSVA

External Name Product Description

HDWT380UZSVA

Surveillance Hard Drive S300 Pro

S300 Pro Surveillance Hard Drive 8TB

S300 Pro Surveillance Hard Drive 10TB

Size

3,5”

3,5”

Capacity

8TB

10TB

HDWT720UZSVA

External Name Product Description

HDWT840UZSVA

HDWT860UZSVA

Surveillance Hard Drive S300

S300 Surveillance Hard Drive 6TB

S300 Surveillance Hard Drive 4TB

S300 Surveillance Hard Drive 2TB

Size

3,5”

3,5”

3,5”

Capacity

6TB

4TB

2TB
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Security Radar

 AXIS D2110-VE Security Radar 
Ideal for area protection in a variety of outdoor installations, this smart network-

based security device uses advanced radar technology to deliver wide 180° coverage. 
Thanks to built-in analytics developed using deep learning, it can accurately detect, 

classify, and track people and vehicles with a low false alarm rate 24/7. 

 Always on the 

radar.Get to know cameras 
with broad potential. 

All types. 
All needs. 
All with IR.

surveillance

based on the need to see
cameras

in the dark
Your choice of network camera should be decided by the 

surveillance task – not by the light that’s available. 
No matter which type of camera you need,  

you’ll find Axis solutions with advanced,  
dark-penetrating infrared (IR) technology.

Avoid choosing

With their high visibility and obvious 
angle of view, fixed box cameras 
from Axis send a powerful message 
of deterrence to potential offenders: 
Think twice. We’re watching.  

Discover tough-looking cameras 
with interchangeable lenses.

Lighting up the scene isn’t always allowed – or practical. It can be difficult, energy-intensive and 
expensive. Axis has solutions that need neither extra lighting nor additional accessory investments.

Simply choose the right type of camera for the need, then let us provide the IR capabilities.

Right out of the box, fixed bullet 
cameras from Axis are ready to get 
down to work. Slim and compact, 
they fit well into any environment 
– working around the clock,
indoors or out.

Explore surveillance that’s 
just as good as it looks.

Fixed dome cameras from Axis blend in 
with their surroundings. The dome casing 
hides where the camera is pointing, 
but also protects against redirection, 
defocusing and impact. 

See how many opportunities 
there are to go unnoticed.

Modular cameras from Axis are small 
enough to fit anywhere – even when 
multiple cameras are installed in close 
proximity. With sensor units placed as 
needed and the main unit wherever 
space exists, they create a highly 
discreet and adaptable solution. 

Find ways to do more with less.

Deterrence

Why not shed some light on things?

All-purpose

Discreet

Flexible

Covering between 180° and 360°, panoramic 
cameras from Axis put more in view. A single camera 

can play the role of many, which makes it easy to 
monitor activity and detect incidents in large areas. 

Wide coverage
PTZ cameras from Axis offer the best of both worlds: wide-
area coverage and great detail from a single unit. They 
switch between preset positions and zoom in automatically 
when events are detected. 

             Learn how to put surveillance in motion.

Real-time movement
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For more info visit www.adiglobaldistribution.co.uk/axis

 AXIS D2110-VE Security Radar 
Ideal for area protection in a variety of outdoor installations, this smart network-

based security device uses advanced radar technology to deliver wide 180° coverage. 
Thanks to built-in analytics developed using deep learning, it can accurately detect, 

classify, and track people and vehicles with a low false alarm rate 24/7. 

For more info, visit www.axis.com/products/axis-d2110-ve

 Always on the 

radar.Get to know cameras 
with broad potential. 

All types. 
All needs. 
All with IR.

surveillance

based on the need to see
cameras

in the dark
Your choice of network camera should be decided by the 

surveillance task – not by the light that’s available. 
No matter which type of camera you need,  

you’ll find Axis solutions with advanced,  
dark-penetrating infrared (IR) technology.

 

Avoid choosing

With their high visibility and obvious 
angle of view, fixed box cameras 
from Axis send a powerful message 
of deterrence to potential offenders: 
Think twice. We’re watching.  
 
Discover tough-looking cameras 
with interchangeable lenses.

Lighting up the scene isn’t always allowed – or practical. It can be difficult, energy-intensive and 
expensive. Axis has solutions that need neither extra lighting nor additional accessory investments.

Simply choose the right type of camera for the need, then let us provide the IR capabilities.

Right out of the box, fixed bullet 
cameras from Axis are ready to get 
down to work. Slim and compact, 
they fit well into any environment 
– working around the clock, 
indoors or out. 
 
Explore surveillance that’s 
just as good as it looks.

Fixed dome cameras from Axis blend in 
with their surroundings. The dome casing 
hides where the camera is pointing, 
but also protects against redirection, 
defocusing and impact. 
 
See how many opportunities 
there are to go unnoticed.

Modular cameras from Axis are small 
enough to fit anywhere – even when 
multiple cameras are installed in close 
proximity. With sensor units placed as 
needed and the main unit wherever 
space exists, they create a highly 
discreet and adaptable solution. 
 
Find ways to do more with less.

Deterrence

Why not shed some light on things?

All-purpose

Discreet

Flexible

Covering between 180° and 360°, panoramic 
cameras from Axis put more in view. A single camera 

can play the role of many, which makes it easy to 
monitor activity and detect incidents in large areas. 

Wide coverage

www.axis.com
Ready to challenge the dark? Talk to Axis or use our product selector.

PTZ cameras from Axis offer the best of both worlds: wide-
area coverage and great detail from a single unit. They 
switch between preset positions and zoom in automatically 
when events are detected. 
 
             Learn how to put surveillance in motion.

Real-time movement
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Header

Video evidence is greatly enhanced by full 
colour images of any suspect. 

The combination of Dahua’s industry-leading 
Full Colour technology with powerful AI 
functions and Active Deterrence warnings will 
help reduce false alarm rates, improve target 
search efficiency and make your CCTV system 
more efficient, reducing your operation costs.

Currently available in IP and HDCVI (analogue) 
variations, this new industry-leading TiOC 
(3-in-1) solution offers Full Colour, Active 
Deterrence, and AI, an all-in-one smart 
innovative device. 

With false alarm rates less than 2%, a 
significantly improved search function and 
built-in AI coding delivering a 90% reduction 
in disk space.

Improve the efficiency and cost of running 
your CCTV system.

3-in-1
Solution

Active 
Deterrence

Full-colour
Monitoring

ColourfulDeep Learning
Algorithm

AI
Coding

Key Features:

Sales: +44 (0) 161 687 8787  |  Tech Support: +44 (0) 161 687 8789  |  sales.uk@adiglobal.com  |  www.adiglobal.com/uk

Your Effective 
Deterrent Against 
Intruders

3-in-1 
Solution

Full-colour
Monitoring

Active 
Deterrence

Deep Learning
Algorithm

AI
Coding
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With over 260 brands, 24,000 products and 28 branches, ADI offers the choice to 
shop online, in branch or call and speak to one of our sales team

The Benefits of an ADI Online Account

£

See statements 
and order history

Choose your 
delivery options

Access and shop 
any time of day

Save product lists to 
shop later or share

Re-order previous 
purchases

Create quotes and 
see your pricing

£

ADI DIGITAL 
BRANCH

Your 24/7 Shopping Experience 
for Market Leading Security, Fire 

and Pro AV Products

Our digital branch allows you to order any time of day or night, explore products 
and brands and get hourly stock availability information at your fingertips. 

If you don’t have an online account with ADI sign up for one today
www.adiglobal.com/uk

Sign-up to receive 
special offers, news 

and events

TiOC - 3-in-1 Camera

IHFW2439SSALED3S2 IHDW2439TASLED3S2

IHFW3549T1ASPV2
Dahua Wizsense Full-Color 5MP 2.8mm Fixed 
Lens 40m IR External IP Bullet Camera

Dahua Lite Full-Color 4MP 3.6mm Fixed Lens 30m  
IR POE External IP Bullet Camera

Dahua Lite 4MP 3.6mm Fixed Lens 30m  
Night Vision Turret Camera

IHDW3549HASPV2
Dahua Wizsense 5MP 2.8mm Fixed Lens 30m  
Night Vision Turret Camera

IHDW3549HASPV2S3 SD6C3425XB-A-PV1
IP Eyeball 5m Smart Illumination Fixlens 4mp 25 Startlight IR Network PTZ Camera

TiOC 2.0
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Euro Stopper

STI-15010ML STI-15020ML

STI-15C10ML STI-15C20ML

Safety Technology’s Euro Stopper® is now available with an embedded unique substance that 
glows in the dark. The Glow Guide pigment will release light for up to 8 hours in darkness or dimly 
lit areas and charges up after only 30 minutes exposure to natural or artificial light.  It is essential for 
use in emergency situations.

GLOW GUIDE Technology with Euro Stopper

The Glow Guide is not the only new feature to the Euro Stopper – the polycarbonate call point protector is now supplied 

in a kit form, allowing the user to assemble the product in the way which best suits their application, with the choice of 

red or green housing shell, language, mounting option, sounder and break seal facility.

Fire Protective Cover Euro Surface Mount with Sounder

• Cover helps protect against vandalism and damage
• Surface Mount (32mm spacer)
• With Sounder
• Multi Lingual Language labels supplied
• 3 year guarantee,1 yr on electronics

Fire Protective Cover Euro Stopper Surface Mount

• Cover helps protect against vandalism and damage
• Surface Mount (32mm spacer)
• Non Sounder
• Multi Lingual Language labels supplied
• 3 year guarantee, 1 yr on electronics

Fire Protective Cover Euro Flush Sounder

• Cover helps protect against vandalism and damage
• Flush Mount
• Sounder
• Glow Guide
• Multi Lingual Language labels supplied

Fire Protective Cover Euro Flush Sounder

• Cover helps protect against vandalism and damage
• Flush Mount
• Non Sounder
• Glow Guide
• Multi Lingual Language labels supplied

When the lights go out, rely on When the lights go out, rely on 
STI’s unique STI’s unique Glow GuideGlow Guide to  to 

illuminate your manual call point illuminate your manual call point 
in an emergency.in an emergency.

The unique material embedded in The unique material embedded in 
the frame of the the frame of the Euro StopperEuro Stopper ®®  

protective cover glows in the protective cover glows in the 
dark.dark.

The easily visible glowing pigment The easily visible glowing pigment 
will release light for up to eight will release light for up to eight 
hours in dark or dimly lit areas.hours in dark or dimly lit areas.
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ADI’s exclusive brands including 

W Box and UltraTech offer cost-

effective residential and commercial 

products and systems across multiple 

categories. Products from this brand 

are high-quality and backed by 

competitive warranties to guarantee 

outstanding performances in every  

installation. This allows you to  

meet your client’s intrusion, video 

surveillance, access control, power, 

networking power and AV needs 

with devices and accessories which 

are great alternatives to name-brand 

products.

Another great product that brings 

energy-saving technology to your 

customer’s home, is the W1KS 

Water Leak Detector. The cable on 

the compact device detects water 

leaks and sends a notification 

to your customer’s smartphone, 

potentially saving them thousands 

of pounds in water damage and 

repairs. Offering an affordable 

Prevent leaks with the 
W1KS Water Leak 
Detector

Shop ADI Exclusive 
Brands

solution to your customers not 

only adds a layer of security to 

their homes but creates additional 

business for you.

Although a Water Leak Detector 

can be used throughout the entire 

home, ADI recommends placing the 

device on major appliances such as 

a refrigerator, washing machine, 

boiler or radiators.

Tips to Save Your Customers Money

Ways to save your 
customers money

Whether you are looking to offer energy 
saving advice to your customers, 
build rapport or upsell on your current 
installations and quotes, we have put 
together a list of some simple ways to save  
your customers money whilst increasing 
your revenue and growing your business.

Integrate smart outlets 
and plugs

Upsell energy efficient 
thermostats

Smart Thermostats are a 

revolutionary force when it comes to 

energy efficiency and cost saving on 

your customers monthly bills. They 

are able to recognise and adapt to 

their environment to regulate the 

heating and cooling based on home 

occupancy.

Smart Thermostats can also be 

controlled remotely via smartphone 

or tablet. This reduces the use of 

Smart outlets or plugs let their users 

turn plugged-in appliances on or 

off remotely by controlling whether 

the appliance receives power or 

not. Plugged-in devices such as TVs, 

fans, kitchen appliances or heaters 

can be controlled by these devices 

to include turning off completely 

without power. If no one is home or 

your customer forgets to turn them 

off manually, using smart plugs can 

ensure the connected appliances 

are only using the power they truly 

require. This can significantly reduce 

energy bills and help your customer 

achieve a greener standard of living.

heating systems when the occupant 

is not at home for long periods at a 

time, which can have a significant 

impact on monthly energy bills. 

They are able to ensure energy 

efficiency in homes all year-round 

and come in especially cost effective 

during extreme winter and summer 

temperatures.
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